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Sparse Identification of Nonlinear Functions and 
Parametric Set Membership Optimality Analysis 

Carlo Novara

Abstract—Sparse identification can be relevant in the automatic control
field to solve several problems for nonlinear systems such as identifica-
tion, control, filtering, fault detection. However, identifying a maximally
sparse approximation of a nonlinear function is in general an NP-hard
problem. The common approach is to use relaxed or greedy algorithms that,
under certain conditions, can provide sparsest solutions. In this technical
note, a combined -relaxed-greedy algorithm is proposed and conditions
are given, under which the approximation derived by the algorithm is a
sparsest one. Differently from other conditions available in the literature,
the ones provided here can be actually verified for any choice of the basis
functions defining the sparse approximation. A Set Membership analysis is
also carried out, assuming that the function to approximate is a linear com-
bination of unknown basis functions belonging to a known set of functions.
It is shown that the algorithm is able to exactly select the basis functions
which define the unknown function and to provide an optimal estimate of
their coefficients.

Index Terms—Nonlinear system identification, set membership opti-
mality, sparse approximation.

I. INTRODUCTION

Sparse approximation consists in approximating a function using “a
few” basis functions properly selected within a “large” set. More pre-
cisely, a sparse approximation is a linear combination of “many” basis
functions, but the vector of linear combination coefficients is sparse,
i.e., it has only “a few” nonzero elements. Deriving a sparse approxi-
mation of an unknown function from a set of its values (possibly cor-
rupted by noise) is here called sparse identification.
Sparse approximation/identification methods are relevant in many

applications, such as compressive sensing [1]–[3], bioinformatics [4],
computer vision [5], signal processing [6]–[8], source separation [9],
denoising [10], linear regression [11], and regularization [12], and have
analogies with Lasso [13] and Support Vector Machines [14]. Sparse
approximation/identification methods have also been introduced in the
automatic control field with interesting results [15]–[18]. In this field,
sparsification methods might be effective to solve several problems
such as regularization, basis function selection, regressor selection,
nonlinear control design, “fast” online control implementation.
The sparsity of a vector is typically measured by the quasi-norm,

defined as the number of its nonzero elements. Sparse identification
can thus be performed by looking for a coefficient vector of the basis
function linear combination with a “small” quasi-norm. However,
the quasi-norm is a nonconvex function and its minimization is
in general an NP-hard problem. Two main approaches are commonly
adopted to deal with this issue: convex relaxation and greedy algo-
rithms [19]–[22]. In convex relaxation, a suitable convex function, e.g.,
the norm, is minimized instead of the quasi-norm [13], [20]–[22].
In greedy algorithms, the sparse solution is obtained iteratively [19].
The approaches based on norm minimization give uniform guaran-
tees for sparse recovery and have good stability properties, in the sense
that they can effectively deal with compressible and noisy signals [19].
On the other hand, greedy approaches lack these strong properties, but
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are very fast and efficient from a computational standpoint [19]. Hy-
brid algorithms can also be found in the literature, where norm min-
imization and iterative procedures are combined to find a sparse so-
lution [23]. A very interesting feature of all these approaches is that,
under certain conditions, they provide sparsest solutions, i.e., solutions
which also minimize the quasi-norm [19]–[21], [24]. Although such
conditions give an important theoretical motivation for using these re-
laxed/greedy approaches, their actual verification is often hard from a
computational point of view. A remarkable contribution on this topic
was provided in [24], [20], [22]. In [24], the conditions for a vector to
be the sparsest solution can be actually verified when the basis func-
tions are orthonormal or the union of incoherent orthonormal bases. In
[20] and [22], the conditions are of easy verification when the basis
functions have “small” mutual coherence.
In the present technical note, a combined -relaxed-greedy algo-

rithm is proposed for sparse identification and conditions are given,
under which the algorithm provides a sparsest solution. Such condi-
tions are actually verifiable for any choice of the basis functions and
can be applied to any sparse identification algorithm. Considering a
Set Membership framework [25]–[30], an optimality analysis is then
carried out in order to show that the approximation obtained by the
-relaxed-greedy algorithm enjoys suitable optimality properties. The

noise affecting the data is assumed bounded in norm and the unknown
function is assumed to be a linear combination of basis functions whose
coefficients have to be estimated. It is supposed that the basis func-
tions are not known but belong to a “large” set of known functions. It
is shown that the -relaxed-greedy algorithm is able to select exactly
the basis functions defining the unknown function and to provide an
optimal estimate of their coefficients.

II. PROBLEM SETTING

Consider a nonlinear function defined by

where , . Suppose that is not known but a set
of noise-corrupted data is available, described by

(1)

where is noise. Define the following parametrized function:

where , are known
basis functions, and is a coefficient
vector. The notations and are used here to indicate
a row and a column vector, respectively.
1) Problem 1: From the data set , identify a coefficient vector

such that:
i) is sparse;
ii) the identification error , where is a
functional norm, is “small”. .

In this technical note, following a Set Membership framework
[25]–[28], the noise sequence is assumed to be
unknown but bounded, as follows:

(2)

where is the vector norm.
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Under the assumption (2), a solution to the sparse identification
Problem 1 could be found by solving the following optimization
problem:

(3)

where is the quasi-norm,

...
. . .

...

and, with a slight abuse of notation,
. The quasi-norm is defined as the

number of the vector elements which are not null, as follows:

where is the set cardinality, and is the support of
(the set of indices at which is not null). The complement of
(the set of indices at which is null) is denoted by .
Thus, minimizing the quasi-norm of a vector corresponds to mini-

mizing the number of its nonzero elements, i.e., to maximizing its spar-
sity. On the other hand, the constraint ensures that
the identified coefficient vector is consistent with the measured data
(1) and the prior assumption on noise (2). According to (3), is the
sparsest coefficient vector consistent with the measured data and the
prior assumptions.
Definition 1: For given , and , a coefficient vector is said max-

imally sparse if it is a solution of the optimization problem (3).
Unfortunately, the optimization problem (3) cannot be solved in gen-

eral, since the quasi-norm is a nonconvex function and its minimiza-
tion is an NP-hard problem. Convex relaxation, greedy algorithms or
hybrid methods can be adopted instead, which, under certain condi-
tions, may provide maximally sparse solutions [19]–[21], [24]. How-
ever, the verification of these conditions is in general hard from a com-
putational standpoint, and can actually be performed only for particular
types of basis functions.

III. SPARSE IDENTIFICATION OF NONLINEAR FUNCTIONS

In this section, a combined -relaxed-greedy algorithm, completely
based on convex optimization, is proposed for solving the sparse iden-
tification Problem 1. Then, a theorem is presented, giving conditions
verifiable for any kind of basis functions under which a vector (pos-
sibly obtained by the proposed identification algorithm) is maximally
sparse.
For a matrix/vector , and a set of indices

, let us introduce the notation
, where are the columns/ele-

ments of . A similar notation is used for a partially ordered set
: .

Algorithm 1

1) Solve the optimization problem

(4)

2) Let . Compute

the coefficient vector as follows:

The rationale behind Algorithm 1 can be explained as follows: In
step 1, an optimization problem similar to (3) is solved, where the
quasi-norm is replaced by the norm. The norm is the convex
envelope of the quasi-norm, and its minimization usually yields a
sparse vector [20]–[22]. However, it is not guaranteed that all the
nonzero elements of are necessary to have . Then,
in step 2, the nonzero elements of , ordered by increasing amplitude,
are progressively set to zero. The algorithm stops when
. The solution provided by step 2 is thus a vector where the number
of nonzero elements is further reduced with respect to the initial sparse
solution .
Algorithm 1 provides an estimate of , where is a maxi-

mally sparse coefficient vector, solution of the nonconvex optimization
problem (3). The following theorem gives conditions ensuring that
has the same support as , and is thus maximally sparse as well. The
theorem also provides a bound on the number of nonzero elements of
that are in excess with respect to .
Without loss of generality, assume that the columns of are normal-

ized: , . Let the vector be defined
by the following convex optimization problem:

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

where , , . Con-

sider the singular value decomposition

(9)

where and are unitary matrices (
and ) and is a matrix where

the entries outside the main diagonal are all zero, whereas the diagonal
entries are the singular values of . Let be the matrix composed of
the columns of corresponding to the zero singular values of . Let

and

where is the entry of ,
, is the largest integer for which
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, ,
is the largest integer for which . Define

otherwise

where is the minimum nonzero singular value of ,
, , and

where is the set of the largest inner products .
Theorem 1: Let and be the solutions of the optimization

problems (3) and (5), respectively. Let be the parameter vector
identified by Algorithm 1. Define and

. Assume that:
i) the constraint (8) is active;
ii) either or .

Then,

(10)

Moreover, if

(11)

then is maximally sparse ( ) and

(12)

Proof: As shown in [24], for any vector such that
and , the following

inequality holds:

(13)

where and

The explicit computation of is hard in many cases. Babel func-
tions can be used in order to obtain a lower bound on , [24]. How-
ever, the bound given by the Babel functions holds only when the basis
functions have “small” inner products , , [24].Moreover,
the evaluation of the Babel functions is easy when the basis functions
are orthonormal or the union of incoherent orthonormal bases, but may
be hard in other cases [24]. Here, a lower bound on is derived,
which is easy to evaluate for any basis functions.
Consider the singular value decomposition (9). Let be the matrix

composed only of the rows and columns of containing the nonzero
singular values of . Let be the matrix composed of the columns
of corresponding to the nonzero singular values of . Let be the
matrix composed of the columns of corresponding to the nonzero
singular values of . Note that and . Thus

and .
If , then , which implies

that, for any , a unique exists such that ,
, , and iff

. It follows that

(14)

In the case where , we have that iff
for some , where is the matrix composed of the columns of
corresponding to the zero singular values of (these columns span

the null space of ). Any vector satisfying the equation
must also satisfy the equation , where
is the matrix with rows

if ,
otherwise,

(15)

and are the rows of . Letting be the entry of the matrix
, we have that

where is the entry of . Since and, consequently,
and , the following bounds

can be derived:

Then

Since, by assumption, , we have that for
. According to the Gershgorin Circle Theorem, this con-

dition ensures that the matrix is nonsingular, implying that is
full column rank and that iff . This means that no vector

exists such that and . In other words, if
, then cannot lie in the null space of , and thus must

be of the form , with . Clearly, the two vectors
and satisfy the equality , where is defined anal-

ogously to in (15). It follows that and,
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consequently, . The following

bound thus holds:

Consider now that and

where is the smallest eigenvalue of , and the in-

equality is due to the Gershgorin Circle Theorem. The bound on
becomes . Then

(16)
Now, a standard result in matrix theory is that

where is the minimum singular value of . Since coin-
cides with , the minimum nonzero singular value of , from (14)
and (16) we have that

and, from (13)

(17)

Note that this inequality does not necessarily hold for . Consider
then the vector , solution of the optimization problem (5). Since the
constraint (8) is active, we have that
. Moreover, since is the sparsest vector satis-
fying the constraint . Then, inequality (17) holds with

, and this implies that

This shows that, if , then and, consequently

It follows that , which yields (10).
Now, the constraints (6) and (7) imply that

Moreover, if condition (11) holds, then

It follows that . But is the sparsest vector
satisfying the constraint . The relation (12) follows.

Remark 1: Verification of the condition (11) in Theorem 1 is com-
putationally simple for any matrix . Indeed, this verification basi-
cally requires to evaluate , , and to solve
the convex optimization problem (5). All these operations can be easily
performed in polynomial time. It must be remarked that the condition
(11) has been derived from the condition (12) of Corollary 1 in [24],
whose verification is simple when the basis functions are orthonormal
or the union of incoherent orthonormal bases. Assumptions (i) and (ii)
are technical conditions whose verification is straightforward. When

, assumption (ii) needs that . This in turn re-
quires that the matrix defined in (15) is such that is non-
singular for all with , see the proof of Theorem
1. Since is obtained from by setting to zero at most
rows and , assumption (ii) can be met for example when

, i.e., when is sufficiently sparse. In this situation,
, , and , indicating that the

maximum sparsity condition (11) is in general more difficult to be met
when .
Remark 2: If the conditions of Theorem 1 are not satisfied and thus

the vector derived by Algorithm 1 is not ensured to be maximally
sparse, it is anyway of interest to check if is the sparsest solution
among all the vectors with , , satisfying the constraint

. This can be accomplished by applying Theorem 1 to
the reduced vector and matrix .
Remark 3: The conditions of Theorem 1 are independent on the

particular algorithm used to obtain the sparse solution, and therefore
can be used to perform the maximal sparsity check for any possible
vector.

IV. PARAMETRIC SET MEMBERSHIP OPTIMALITY ANALYSIS

In Section III, an -relaxed-greedy algorithm has been proposed,
able to derive a sparse approximation of the function , thus al-
lowing the accomplishment of the requirement (i) of the identification
Problem 1. In this section, considering a novel optimality notion
developed within a Set Membership framework, this approximation is
shown to have “small” identification error, thus allowing us to satisfy
also the requirement (ii) of Problem 1.
The noise sequence in (1) is assumed to be

bounded according to (2). The function is assumed to be parame-
trized as

(18)

where are basis functions and is
a sparse unknown parameter vector, solution of (3). In the present
technical note, this assumption is referred to as “parametric
assumption”.
Under these assumptions, the identification Problem 1 reduces to

finding an estimate of such that:
(i) ;
(ii) the parametric error

is “small”.
While Theorem 1 gives a condition under which

, no exact knowledge of is available, being
unknown. However, from (18) and (2), we have that ,
where is the Feasible Parameter Set.
Definition 2: The Feasible Parameter Set is
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where is the noise bound assumed in (2) and is the “true” param-
eter vector in (18).
According to this definition, is the set of all parameter vec-

tors consistent with prior assumptions and data, and is the smallest set
guaranteed to contain . Thus, a tight bound on is given by
the following worst-case error.
Definition 3: Worst-case parametric error of an estimate :

This leads to the notion of optimal estimate, defined as an estimate
which minimizes the worst-case parametric error.
Definition 4: An estimate is optimal if

(19)

The following result shows that, under the assumptions of Theorem
1, the estimate identified by Algorithm 1 from the data set de-
scribed in (1) is optimal. This result also gives an explicit expression
of the worst-case parametric error.
Theorem 2: Assume that:
i) The noise affecting the measurements is bounded
according to (2).

ii) The function to identify is parametrized according to (18),
where is a sparse unknown parameter vector, solution of (3).

iii) , where .
iv) Assumptions (i) and (ii) of Theorem 1 hold and

, where is a solution of the the optimization problem
(5) and is the parameter vector identified by Algorithm 1.

Then:
i) is an optimal estimate of .
ii) The worst-case parametric error of is given by

where and is the maximum sin-

gular value of .
Proof: From Theorem 1, if , then

, where is a solution of the optimization problem (3).
Moreover, the condition in step 2 of Algorithm 1 im-
plies that . It follows that .
Now, consider an optimal estimate . Then

where . In [26], it is shown that the least-
squares estimate

where , is an optimal estimate

The corresponding worst-case estimation error is given by

where , see [26].
On the other hand, is the solution of the optimization problem in

step 2 of Algorithm 1, that is a least-squares problem restricted to the
elements of whose indexes belong to (the other elements
are null). It follows that and, consequently

where . The two claims of the
theorem are thus proven.
Remark 4: The optimality notion (19) is stronger than the “standard”

worst-case optimality notion. Indeed, the “standard” feasible parameter
set is defined as

see [26]. The “standard” optimal estimate is consequently defined as
an estimate such that

Since , it follows that ,
showing that an optimal estimate has better estimation ac-
curacy (in a worst-case sense) with respect to a “standard” op-
timal estimate. Note also that the classical least squares estimate

is a “standard” optimal estimate of

[26], and thus .
Remark 5: Theorem 2 shows that, besides giving optimal estimates,

the presented -relaxed-greedy algorithm is able to perform exact
basis function selection, i.e., to select, within a “large” set of basis
functions, the ones defining the unknown function . It must be
remarked that exact selection is here performed for a finite number of
data. (See [31] for an asymptotic analysis, regarding the case where
the number of data tends to infinity).

V. CONCLUSIONS

A combined -relaxed-greedy algorithm for sparse identification
of nonlinear functions has been proposed. Conditions for maximum
sparsity have been provided, which can be verified for any choice of the
basis functions. It has been shown that the algorithm is able to perform
exact basis function selection and has improved optimality properties
over standard least-squares and other sparse techniques. An application
of the proposed algorithm to a problem of practical interest regarding
the identification of vehicle vertical dynamics can be found in [30].
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Convex Dwell-Time Characterizations for
Uncertain Linear Impulsive Systems

Corentin Briat and Alexandre Seuret

Abstract—New sufficient conditions for the characterization of
dwell-times for linear impulsive systems are proposed and shown
to coincide with continuous decrease conditions of a certain class of
looped-functionals, a recently introduced type of functionals suitable for
the analysis of hybrid systems. This approach allows to consider Lyapunov
functions that evolve nonmonotonically along the flow of the system in
a new way, broadening then the admissible class of systems which may
be analyzed. As a byproduct, the particular structure of the obtained
conditions makes the method is easily extendable to uncertain systems
by exploiting some convexity properties. Several examples illustrate the
approach.

Index Terms—Dwell-time, impulsive systems, looped-functionals, ro-
bustness, stability.

I. INTRODUCTION

Impulsive systems [1]–[6] are an important class of hybrid systems
admitting discontinuities in their trajectories at certain time-instants.
They arise in severalfields like epidemiology [7], [8], sampled-data and
networked control systems [9], etc. Among the wide class of impulsive
dynamical systems, we may distinguish systems whose impulse-times
depend on the system state and those for which they are external and
only time-dependent. Linear systems of the latter class may be repre-
sented in the following form:

(1)

where are the system state and the initial condition respec-
tively. The state is assumed to be left-continuous with

and the matrices and may be uncertain. The sequence
is a strictly increasing sequence of impulse times in

for some initial time . The sequence is assumed to be fi-
nite, or infinite and unbounded. The distance between two consecutive
impulse times is denoted by with the additional as-
sumption that , for some , which excludes the possible
existence of a finite accumulation point. Given a set , we
define to characterize
the sequence of impulse times.
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